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Today, our understanding of sustainability in our cities and buildings is at crisis. The standards
that we depend on are disconnected from the social, cultural and economic realities of both
users and localities. In the last 10 years in Canada, 26% of the new awards in architecture are
environmentally focused. Yet, we observe a clear gap between our technical definition of
sustainability in buildings and the holistic Sustainable Development Goals. New frameworks and
approaches are urgently needed to shape our future cities and urban environments. This
interdisciplinary research tackles this problem on both the theoretical and practical levels. The
research roots Sustainable Development Goals in local contexts, and defines quality of
sustainable design through critical design approaches. The research presents a theoretical
model which is adaptable to different locations and goals, and confronts it with 13 awardwinning architecture projects from across Canada. Both quantitative and qualitative methods will
be used to analyze the design, its description, and the users’ perspective for each project. This
will enable us to understand the limitations and potentials of our current methods and the
possible future directions. The research contributes to the theory and practice of environmental
design within a number of academic fields. The outcomes will provide important insights for
governments, scholars, practitioners and institutions to align building practices with local realities
and holistic sustainability goals. The research supports Canada’s leadership in sustainable and
clean-growth development in the built environment.

A manuscript based thesis which aims to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Present the relevant theoretical background regarding sustainable design
Explore the development of sustainability and the green building industry
Explore the recent developments and shifts in the green building industry
Explore the intersection between buildings and the SDGs
Explore if awards of excellence in Canada tackle the SDGs
Provide a practical approach for integration of the SDGs in the design process
Restructure our understanding of the approaches to sustainable design – tensions between
paradigms and continuums
8. Provide the theoretical basis for distinguishing between critical and non-critical approaches in
sustainable design
9. Understand if buildings with green awards of excellence present critical approaches
10. Explore the the SDG topics tackled in a few of the awarded buildings
11. Explore the energy dimension of the SDGs – can we reconcile synergies and goals with
synergies in energy

1. Present the relevant theoretical background regarding sustainable design
Goubran, S., Emond, G., & Cucuzzella, C. (2020). Understanding Regional Sustainability in the
Built Environment. In K. Mnisr, N. G. da Costa, P. Shrivastava, S. Hüsig, & K.-P. Schulz (Eds.),
Facilitating sustainable development through creative approaches – integrating arts,
technology and management perspectives. PUN – University of Lorraine Edition.
• Book chapter – in press
Many standards, tools and references are available to help designers, owners and institutions approach and assess sustainability in
the built environment. However, most of the available tools are strongly rooted in the technical rationality and neglect the complexity of
cities. Within the overall problematic of attaining sustainability in the built environment, this paper explores the role of assessment in
shaping our collective understanding of sustainability and highlights the perceptions and priorities gap that exists between the of regional
users and that of experts. By means of reviewing some of the works of system and complexity thinkers, social theorists, and
sustainability theorists, the research proposes a new understanding of sustainability that is made of different coexistent realities, and that
is irreducible to a single existing paradigm. Through this systemic understanding. we can move towards what is defined as regional
sustainability. The research develops a 2-phases (pre vs. post project phases) and 2-domains (expert vs. regional-user domains)
framework for regional sustainability in order to model its complexity and discusses its application in a variety of projects types. The
paper specifically contributes to the theory of sustainable design by illustrating the unique and non-conflicting sustainability knowledge
that co-exist at the local/regional and expert domains. The newly proposed framework is found to be more inclusive, and more tolerant of
the complexity of objective and subjective realities of sustainability.
Keywords: Sustainability in the built environment; Sustainability assessment tools; Complexity; Regional priorities; Expertise

2. Explore the development of sustainability and the green building industry
Goubran, S., Masson, T., & Caycedo, M. (2019). Evolutions in Sustainability and Sustainable
Real Estate. In T. Walker, C. Krosinsky, L. N. Hasan, & S. D. Kibsey (Eds.), Sustainable Real Estate
(pp. 11–31). Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan.
Book chapter – PUBLISHED
This chapter presents historical, theoretical and practical background information for the area of sustainable real estate. The chapter
takes a multidisciplinary approach and is structured around the three pillars of sustainability (social, economic and environmental) with a
future outlook. It reviews the rise of the concept of sustainable development, explores the connections between the sustainable
development goals and real estate, presents the relations and tensions between real estate and the three pillars of sustainability, discusses
current trends and identifies possible future developments. The chapter concludes by presenting a map of the sustainable real estate
system.

3. Explore the recent developments and shifts in the green building industry
Walker and Goubran. Sustainable real estate: Transitioning beyond cost savings. In Business
and Society 360 (BAS 360) Volume 4: Sustainability (
Book chapter – Accepted (to be available in 2020

In recent years, sustainability considerations in the real estate sector have moved from being a niche market phenomenon to a
mainstream trend. The movement has been accompanied by a shift in the industry’s perception of sustainable buildings. Traditional costsaving goals are now complemented by a growing interest in the potential for sustainable buildings to tackle broader economic and social
sustainability challenges as well as issues related to health and well-being. The real estate industry is increasingly expected to adapt its
strategies to incorporate new and more stringent environmental and urban development requirements, to cater to shifting demographics,
and to utilize new advancements in construction processes and materials. This chapter explores recent research on sustainable real estate
and highlights some of the newest trends in the market. The chapter then examines how policy and technological advancements can
enable real estate developers to tackle environmental, social, and economic sustainability challenges. This will be exemplified through a
focus on carbon taxation and timber construction. Based on these case studies, the chapter illustrates how today’s sustainable real estate
sector – marked by its move beyond a focus on cost savings – requires for building practices to be strongly rooted in global, sustainable
development policies.
Keywords: sustainable real estate; carbon taxation; timber construction; built environment; market transition

4. Explore the intersection between buildings and the SDGs
Goubran. On the Role of Construction in Achieving the SDGs.
Journal Article– Under 2nd revision (JSR)
Construction and real estate have been central to the debates on sustainable development. However, the dominant definition of
sustainability in construction and real estate remain centred on the environmental dimension. The 2030 Agenda and its Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) offer new opportunities for the building sector to expand its focus. The available literature utilizes the
existing green ratings, sustainability assessment tools and standards as the basis for investigating how construction can contribute to the
development agenda. However, less focus was placed on exploring the broad intersections between the building sector, on one hand, and
the SDGs and their targets on the other. This paper uses a multi-step methodology to analyze the potential role of construction and real
estate in the 2030 Agenda. The paper identifies SDG targets that depend (directly or indirectly) on the construction and real estate
activities and revealed that 17% of the SDG targets are directly dependent and 27% of the targets are indirectly dependent on these
sectors’ activities. The identified targets are analyzed and are found to be related to all 17 goals—with the largest contributions to SDGs
11, 6, and 7. The results of the analysis are mapped and illustrated in order to provide insights to academics, practitioners and
governments. This research contributes to the literature on implementation of the 2030 Agenda. It also exposes the synergistic
possibilities, and the partnerships required to make use of the potential role of construction and real estate in the implementation of the
UN Agenda.
KEYWORDS: Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); implementation; construction; real estate; target dependence; mapping
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5. Explore the intersection between Canadian awards of excellence and the
SDGs
Goubran, Cucuzzella and Chupin
Under development

6. Provide a practical approach for integration of the SDGs in the design
process
Goubran, S., & Cucuzzella, C. (2019). Integrating the Sustainable Development Goals in Building Projects. Journal of
Sustainability Research, 1(2).
ABSTRACT
Journal article – published
Building designers are struggling to deeply integrate the 2030 Agenda and its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in
projects. The review of the literature revealed that the available research is focused on linking the current practices, including
sustainable building practices, with the SDGs. This has, in turn, limited the development of novel approaches as well as new
building design methodologies that specifically aim at attaining the agenda’s targets. To help building design teams achieve the
meaningful integration of the agenda’s five Ps, this paper proposes two analytical mapping tools which can be used during the
integrated design process to track the integration of SDGs in the building projects, and to analyze the building design approaches
and visions in reference to the topics of the goals. The research uses a case study for an energy-positive building in Quebec to
test the proposed tools. The analysis focuses on the integration of 8 of 17 SDGs, discusses the specific building features which
were used to achieve this integration, and analyzes the team’s design visions regarding the goals. The results reveal that in the
case studied, the integration of the 8 SDGs moves beyond the current standards by mostly applying design approaches which are
future-driven and focused on products and technologies. This research provides important practical tools that can inform
building practices in the private and the public sector and contributes to the theory and practice of sustainable building design. It
also supports the current effort towards the implementation and localization of the SDGs.
KEYWORDS: Sustainable Development Goals; integrated design; design for sustainability; sustainable building practice
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8. Provide the theoretical basis for distinguishing between critical and noncritical approaches to sustainable design
Goubran – Sustainability in architecture design projects – a semiotics understanding
Journal – In press at JSS
The potential of semiotics to theorize and analyze the field of sustainable architecture is still largely unexplored. This paper uses a triadic structure
for defining sustainable design signs and distinguishes two separate modes of sustainable design reasoning: namely deductive and abductive

sustainable design reasoning. This theoretical framework is used to analyze two architectural projects submitted for an international design
competition in Montreal, Canada. The architectural texts, considered in this paper the representamen of the signs, prove to be indicative of the
mode of reasoning deployed. The analysis also reveals that the mode of reasoning used dictates the types of signs produced, the role designedobjects have in the signs, as well as the functional possibilities design elements perform in the project. The paper proposes that deductive
sustainable design reasoning brings to a halt the process of semiosis – presenting a status-quo approach – and that abductive sustainable design

reasoning allows semiosis ad infinitum – presenting a future driven outlook. Additionally, a gap appeared between the open form of critical
judgement proposed for competitions and the conceptual fixation inherit in deductive sustainable design reasoning. This paper presents a
theoretical contribution that provides new possibilities for researches to model and analyze sustainability in design projects.

Keywords: Reasoning; sustainability; architecture; design competition; Green buildings; Sustainable design visions

8. Provide the theoretical basis for distinguishing between critical and noncritical approaches to sustainable design
Goubran – Sustainability in architecture design projects – a semiotics understanding
Journal – In press at JSS
Mode of sustainable design reasoning

Deductive

Mode Established meaning through code, precedents and habit.
Text Heavily referencing established systems and conventions

Designed-objects Occupy a symbolic status

Meaning Arguments the necessity of the sign within an established system.

Signs created Argumentic-symbolic-legisigns
(minimum level)
Final interpretant Immediate and present.
Existence of objects Immediate objects sufficient for validity

Functional focus Focused on connotative – or merges connotative and denotative

Process of semiosis Short-circuited

Abductive
Create new hypotheses with potential new meaning(s)
Focused on the relationship between elements

Could be icons, indexes or symbols. But are mainly iconic in illustrating the
relations and properties proposed in the text

Proposes that the sign belongs to an open system with many possible
interpretations. Fin
Rhematic-iconic-sinsign
Dynamic and requires interpretations
Dynamical objects required for formalizing the intended meaning

Denotative meanings prioritized – connotations open to interpretation

Ad-Infinitum

9. Understand if buildings with green awards of excellence present critical
approaches
Goubran & CC & JPC
Under development
Presenting stats of awarded buildings. And doing an initial analysis (using the semiotics approach )
on the corpus to identify possible buildings That exhibit critical (abductive) design approaches.

11. Explore the energy dimension of the SDGs – can we reconcile synergies
between goals with synergies in energy
Goubran & Bruno lee
Under development

Using a modular energy simulation process to explore function and energy use optimization

A manuscript based thesis which aims to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Present the relevant theoretical background regarding sustainable design
• In Press?
Explore the development of sustainability and the green building industry
• Published
Explore the recent developments and shifts in the green building industry
• Accepted
Explore the intersection between buildings and the SDGs
• Under 3rd review
Explore if awards of excellence in Canada tackle the SDGs
• Under development (early stage)
Provide a practical approach for integration of the SDGs in the design process
• Published

A manuscript based thesis which aims to:
7.

Restructure our understanding of the approaches to sustainable design – tensions between
paradigms and continuums
• Under development (Advanced)
8. Provide the theoretical basis for distinguishing between critical and non-critical approaches in
sustainable design
• Published (accepted)
9. Understand if buildings with green awards of excellence present critical approaches
• Under development (early stage)
10. Explore the the SDG topics tackled in a few of the awarded buildings
• Under development (early stage)
11. Explore the energy dimension of the SDGs – can we reconcile synergies and goals with
synergies in energy
• Under development (medium range)

Other contributions (published book + journal) - appendix
Goubran, S., Masson, T., & Walker, T. (2020). Diagnosing the local suitability of high-rise timber construction. Building
Research & Information, 48(1), 101–123.
Cucuzzella, C., & Goubran, S. (2019). Infrastructure as a Deeply Integrated Sustainable Urban Project. Journal of
Sustainability Research, 1(1), 1–29.
Goubran, S. (2018). Architecture: A pluripotent stem field. In L. Martin & J. Lachance (Eds.), Du potentiel de
l’hétéronomie et de l’autonomie en architecture / On the Potential of Heteronomy and Autonomy in Architecture
(Vol. 2, pp. 98–99). Montreal, QC: Potential Architecture Books.
Geroges, A., & Goubran, S. (2019). Utopia at Home: Mary Otis Stevens and Thomas Mc Nulty’s Lincoln House. In Lieux et
rituels de l’utopie et de la dystopie (Architecture de la catastrophe) - Colloque international / LEAP (Montréal) + LéaV
(Versailles). Montreal, QC.
Goubran, S. (2019). Self-perception, determinism and didacticism. In C. Cucuzzella, C. I. Hammond, S. Goubran, & C.
Lalonde (Eds.), Du Didactisme en Architecture / On Didacticism in Architecture (Vol. 3, pp. 114–115). Montreal, QC:
Potential Architecture Books.

Goubran, Dantas and Wagdy - Preserving Sustainability: Understanding collaborative learning in the context of ecomovements on university campuses – in Making space(s) for sustainability: bringing forward the ecological university

So what can be improved – what can be reduced?
Is a April 2021 defense date logical?

